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Abstract: Identity-based identification, first formalized independently by Bellare et al. and Kurosawa and Heng in 2004,
still had the inherent key escrow problem, as the TA generating the user secret keys had full access to every
user’s secret key. In 2003, Al-Riyami and Paterson introduced the notion of certificateless cryptography, and
subsequently many certificateless encryption, signature and other schemes were introduced in literature. How-
ever, to this date there are still no certificateless identification schemes in existence. Therefore, in this paper,
we formalize the notion of certificateless identification schemes and construct the first concrete certificateless
identification scheme.

1 INTRODUCTION

In public key cryptography, users had to bind their
public keys to their entities using a certificate obtained
from a Certificate Authority. This led to the certifi-
cate management problem. In 1984, (Shamir, 1984)
proposed the notion of identity-based cryptography to
deal away with the certificate management problem.
The idea was to use an identity string to generate the
user’s public/private key pairs, and with implicit cer-
tification, deal away with certificates. However, there
was still the inherent problem of key escrow, as the
Trusted Authority (TA) who created the public/private
key pairs had access to every user’s private keys.

(Al-Riyami and Paterson, 2003) proposed the no-
tion of certificateless cryptography. In certificate-
less cryptography, a trusted third party called the
Key Generation Center (KGC) would only generate
a partial private key for each user, who will then
complete the public/private key pair with a secret
value of its own selection. (Al-Riyami and Pater-
son, 2003) also proposed the first certificateless en-
cryption scheme and certificateless signature scheme
in the same paper. Since then, many certificateless
schemes have appeared in literature. However, to the
best of our knowledge, there has not been any certifi-
cateless identification schemes in existence to date.

An identification scheme allows a prover to verify
himself to a verifier in order to gain access to some
resources. Traditional identification schemes required
the use of certificates which led to certificate manage-

ment issues as mentioned above. To remove the need
for certificates, identity-based identification schemes
were first proposed and rigorously defined by (Bellare
et al., 2004) and (Kurosawa and Heng, 2004) indepen-
dently in 2004. Since then, while there has been ad-
vancement in the area of identity-based identification
schemes, certificateless identification schemes have
yet to be explored.

1.1 Motivations

Our motivations from exploring certificateless identi-
fication stem from the fact that while there are many
certificateless encryption and signature schemes in lit-
erature, there is no certificateless identification primi-
tive existing as yet. In our opinion, identification is an
important primitive because it allows for access con-
trol in the distribution of resources, while at the same
time serves as a base primitive for signature schemes
to be built by using the Fiat-Shamir transform (Fiat
and Shamir, 1986). A similar transformation relation-
ship may be definable with regards to certificateless
signatures and certificateless identification, but that
remains a topic of further study due to the complexity
of definition for adversarial capabilities, specifically
with regards to the public key replacement power of
an adversary and its effects on the signature and iden-
tification oracles in question.

The main motivation remains that while research
in certificateless signatures has thrived, certificateless
identification remains untouched. Without the notion
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of certificateless identification schemes, identification
schemes currently suffer from the high cost of cer-
tifying public keys with regards to traditional public
key identification schemes, or key escrow in the area
of identity-based identification schemes where the TA
learns every user’s private keys. This represents a se-
rious shortcoming in the advancement of research and
development for identification schemes.

Certificateless identification schemes can be im-
plemented in areas that require access control facil-
itation for users, where it is desirable that the KGC
does not have full access to users’ private keys. This
may range anywhere from using smart cards to open
doors to using mobile devices to authenticate a user
to a service provider. Although these are achievable
using traditional public key identification or identity-
based identification, the added security is desirable so
that the scheme is protected against insider attacks,
such as the case of a staff of the service provider who
wishes to impersonate a user.

1.2 Related Work

We mention the related sections of certificateless
cryptography as well as identity-based identification
schemes, since certificateless identification schemes
are actually an expansion of identity-based identifica-
tion schemes into the area of certificateless cryptog-
raphy to remove key escrow from the identification
primitive, as well as the need for certificates.

(Al-Riyami and Paterson, 2003) first proposed the
notion of certificateless encryption and signatures in
their seminal work. Subsequently much work has
been done in proposing and refining the adversarial
model in the area of encryption and signatures. We
highlight only some of the latest (due to page con-
straints) certificateless signature schemes, models and
cryptanalysis as related work. For further information
on certificateless encryption schemes, one can refer
to a comprehensive survey done by Dent in (Dent,
2008).

With the discovery of a Type-1 attack on the initial
certificateless signature scheme by (Al-Riyami and
Paterson, 2003) along with a corresponding fix by
(Huang et al., 2005), thus began a long line of work
of proposing certificateless signature schemes such as
work by (He et al., 2012; Tso et al., 2011; Tso et al.,
2012; Zhang and Mao, 2012), refining the security
models of certificateless signatures such as propos-
als by (Huang et al., 2012; Hu et al., 2007; Huang
et al., 2007) as well as cryptanalysis of the proposed
schemes (Zhang et al., 2010; Fan et al., 2009; Chen
et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2013; Tian and Huang, 2012).
One can see the area of study is still quite open to de-

bate with regards with how much power an adversary
towards a certificateless signature scheme should be
allowed. However, it is our opinion that the adver-
saries defined by (Huang et al., 2012) is sufficiently
suited and comprehensive enough to encapsulate the
definition of adversaries for certificateless identifica-
tion schemes.

In the area of identity-based identification, the ini-
tial rigorous definitions were first proposed indepen-
dently by (Kurosawa and Heng, 2004) and (Bellare
et al., 2004). Subsequently, (Kurosawa and Heng,
2005) also proposed the first identity-based identifi-
cation scheme in the standard model. (Yang et al.,
2007) proposed a generic framework to construct
identity-based identification schemes from one-more
trapdoor functions. Subsequent advancements in-
clude the proposal of hierarchical identity-based iden-
tification schemes by (Chin et al., 2009) as well as
reset-secure identity-based identification schemes by
(Thorncharoensri et al., 2009). However, all these
schemes still face the issue of key escrow since the
TA who generates the keys has access to every user’s
private key.

Expanding on the idea of identity-based identifi-
cation without key escrow, we propose the notion of
certificateless identification in this work.

1.3 Contributions

We present two main contributions in this paper.
The first contribution is the rigorous definition of the
security definitions for certificateless identification
schemes. We base our definitions of certificateless
identification schemes on the key generation algo-
rithms from certificateless signature schemes, while
expanding the definition to cover user public key in-
put on the identification protocol algorithms of an
identity-based identification scheme. Our definition
on the adversarial capabilities and strengths are anal-
ogous to the definitions given by (Huang et al., 2012),
but adapted to the identification setting where the
adversary’s main goal is impersonation instead of
forgery. This is non-trivial since simulating a conver-
sation of an identification protocol is largely different
from simulating a signing oracle, therefore, certifi-
cateless signatures and certificateless identification do
have major differences in terms of the security games
their respective adversaries play.

We then proceed to construct the first certificate-
less identification scheme, complete with security
analysis against all four adversaries which we will
define in Section 2. Our scheme is fast and efficient
based on the efficiency analysis provided in Section 6,
as well as protected against public key replacement at-
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tacks from Type 1 adversaries. This will be explained
further in the security definitions.

Lastly, our scheme also uses only one component
for the user’s full private key. This is different than
the conventional two component full private keys gen-
erated by key generation algorithms from the works
cited above, where one component is generated by the
KGC while the other is generated by the user. Our
approach translates to a smaller storage requirement
for users, especially if the scheme is implemented on
smart cards or other mobile devices with smaller stor-
age capacities.

1.4 Layout

The rest of the paper is divided as follows: we be-
gin with some preliminaries in Section 2 and proceed
to provide the security definitions in Section 3. We
continue on with the construction of the first concrete
certificateless identification scheme in Section 4. We
provide the security analysis in Section 5 and an effi-
ciency analysis in Section 6. Finally we conclude in
Section 7.

2 PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we review the main components re-
quired for building our certificateless identification
scheme.

2.1 Bilinear Pairings

Let G1 andG2 be two cyclic multiplicative groups of
prime orderq where the discrete logarithm problems
are intractable. Thene : G1×G1→G2 is an admissi-
ble bilinear map if it satisfies the properties of:

1. Bilinearity:e(ga,gb) = e(g,g)ab for all g∈G1 and
a,b∈ Z

∗
q

2. Non-degeneracy: There existsg ∈ G1 such that
e(g,g) 6= 1.

3. Computability: There is an efficient algorithm to
computee.

2.2 Problems and Assumptions

We build the security of our certificateless identifica-
tion scheme based on the following intractable math-
ematical problems:

1. Computational Diffie-Hellman Problem
(CDHP): Given g,ga,gb for some a,b ∈ Z

∗
q,

computegab.

2. One-More Computational Diffie-Hellman
Problem (OMCDHP): This is an interactive
variant of the CDHP first proposed by (Boldyreva,
2003). This problem is modeled by a game played
by an adversary who is given〈1k,G1,G2,g,ga〉
as input and access to two oraclesCHALL and
CDH. CHALL on any input returns a random
pointWi whileCDH on any inputh will return ha.
The adversary is required to compute the CDH
solutions to all the target pointsW0, . . . ,Wn while
using strictly less queries to theCDH oracle. In
other words, the adversary is required to find
Wa

0 , . . . ,W
a
n while using theCDH oracle only

i ≤ n times.

We assume that the CDHP and OMCDHP are in-
tractable, that is, there are no polynomial time algo-
rithms for solving these problems with non-negligible
probability.

2.3 The Knowledge of Exponent
Assumption (Damg̊ard, 1991)

We use the knowledge of exponent assumption, first
proposed in (Damgård, 1991) and further elaborated
in (Bellare and Palacio, 2004) in our proof of se-
curity for our certificateless identification scheme to
defend against public key replacement attacks. Let
k = log|〈g〉| be the security parameter of a prime or-
der group whereg is a generator. For any probabilistic
polynomial time algorithmA that takes as inputg and
ga, wherea is chosen from[0, |〈g〉|−1] uniformly at
random, and which produces as output a pair of the
form (x,y),x ∈ 〈g〉, there exists a probabilistic poly-
nomial time extractorE, which takes in the same in-
put and outputs the pair(x,y) along with an exponent
r such that for sufficiently largek,

Pr[y= xaandgr 6= x]≤
1

Qk

for any polynomialQ.

3 CERTIFICATELESS
IDENTIFICATION (CLI)
SCHEMES

A CLI scheme consists of six polynomial time algo-
rithms:

• Setup is run by the KGC. It takes in the security
parameter 1k as input and returns the system pa-
rametersparams and the master secret keyMSK.

• Set-User-Keyis run by the user before register-
ing himself to the KGC. It takes in the security
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parameter 1k and the user’s identityID as input,
generates the secret value for a userSVID along
with the corresponding user’s public keyUPKID.

• Partial-Private-Key-Extract is run by the KGC
upon the user’s request for a partial private key.
It takes in params, MSK, the user’s public key
UPKID and the user’s identityID, returns the par-
tial private keyPPKID for the user. Note that the
user’s public key is bound to his partial private
key, allowing us to elevate the trust level to level
3 according to the hierarchy described in (Girault,
1991).

• Set-Private-Key takes in the user’s partial pri-
vate keyPPKID, public keyUPKID and secret value
SVID and sets the user private key asUSKID.

• Identification-Protocol is the interactive proto-
col run by the 2 algorithmsProver andVerifier .
They perform the three-step canonical honest ver-
ifier zero knowledge proof of knowledge protocol
with the following steps:

1. Prover sends theCOMMITMENT to theVeri-
fier.

2. Verifier sends theCHALLENGE to theProver.
3. Prover sends theRESPONSE to theVerifier ,

which theVerifier will choose to either accept
or reject.

Setup and Partial-Private-Key-Extract are per-
formed by the Key Generation Center (KGC) whilst
Set-User-KeyandSet-Private-Keyare done by the
user.

We consider four types of adversaries for the cer-
tificateless identification scheme: 1)IMP-PA-1 : the
Type-1 passive impersonator, 2)IMP-AA/CA-1 : the
Type-1 active and concurrent impersonator, 3)IMP-
PA-2: the Type-2 passive impersonator, 4)IMP-
AA/CA-2 : the Type-2 active and concurrent imper-
sonator.

The capability between passive and active imper-
sonator differs in that the passive impersonator can
only eavesdrop on conversations between honest par-
ties, while the active impersonator can act as a cheat-
ing verifier to gain knowledge from honest provers
through interacting with them. The concurrent im-
personator is a special case of an active impersonator
who can run several instances of the protocol at the
same time.

Type-1 impersonators model malicious third party
impersonators against the CLI scheme who do not
have access to the master secret key, but is able to re-
quest and replace public keys with values of his own
selection. On the other hand, the Type-2 impersonator
models the malicious KGC who can generate partial
private keys of users.

Based on certificateless signature schemes accord-
ing to the definitions by (Huang et al., 2007) and sub-
sequently extended in the full version of their paper
in (Huang et al., 2012), adversarial classifications can
be further broken down into theNormal-Type, Strong-
Type andSuper-Type adversary for Type 1 and Type
2 categories, differing in their strengths.

• Normal-Type adversaries cannot use a prover to
converse with a verifier once its public key is re-
placed.

• Strong-Type adversaries can continue using a
prover which public key has been replaced, pro-
vided they supply the secret value corresponding
to the replaced public key for the conversation.

• Super-Type adversaries can replace a prover’s
public key and still use it to correspond with a ver-
ifier without the new secret value.

Our concrete scheme manages to achieve the level
of security against Super-Type-1 and Super-Type-2
adversaries for impersonation under passive attacks,
and security against Strong-Type-1 and Strong-Type-
2 adversaries for impersonation under active and con-
current attacks, according to the above definitions.

We describe the security model of CLI schemes
against Type-1 and Type-2 impersonators as the fol-
lowing games, and highlight the differences in capa-
bilities when making identification queries within the
game for both passive and active and concurrent im-
personators.

Game I. The game is played between a challengerC
and the Type-1 ImpersonatorI1 for the CLI schemeΠ
as follows:

• Setup. C runsSetup and passes the system pa-
rametersparams to I1. It keeps the master secret
key MSK to itself.

• Phase 1.In this training phase,I1 will be allowed
to make the following queries adaptively toC.

– ExtrFullSK( ID). On request for the full pri-
vate keyUSK on userID, C will run Set-User-
Key, Partial-Private-Key-Extract and Set-
Private-Key algorithms to generate the com-
plete user’s private key and passes it toI1.

– ExtrPartSK( ID). On request for the partial pri-
vate keyPPK on userID, C will run Partial-
Private-Key-Extract and returns the user’s
partial private key toI1.

– RequestPK(ID). On request for the public key
UPK on userID, C will run Set-User-Key to
generate the user’s public key and passes it to
I1.
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– ReplacePK(ID,UPKID). I1 is able to replace the
userID’s public keyUPKID with the public key
UPK’ID chosen by him. Note that the corre-
sponding secret value is not required for public
key replacement queries.

– Identification(ID). For passiveI1, C will gener-
ate a valid transcript on a conversation between
userID and itself as the verifier and returns the
transcript toI1. For active and concurrentI1, C
will play the role of the prover to interact with
I1 as the cheating verifier. Further breakdown
of identification query responses byC will de-
pend on which level of Type-1 adversary it is
dealing with.

1. Normal-Type-1 adversaries cannot make iden-
tification queries if their public keys have been
replaced.

2. Strong-Type-1 adversaries require an addi-
tional input of the user secret valueSV if the
public key has been replaced. IfSV=⊥ then
the public key must be the original one. Oth-
erwiseC will use SV to correspond to the re-
placed public key in the conversation.

3. Super-Type-1 adversaries can make identifica-
tion queries without user secret values even
for those who have replaced public keys.SV
is not required to generate valid responses.

• Phase 2.I1 will eventually outputID∗ on which
it wants to be challenged on.I1 will now play the
role of the cheating prover whileC assumes the
role of the verifier.I1 wins the game if it manages
to convinceC to accept.

We say an CLI schemeΠ is (t,qI ,ε) -secure under
passive or active and concurrent attacks if for any pas-
sive or active and concurrent Type-1 impersonatorI1
who runs in timet, Pr[I1can impersonate]< ε, where
I1 can make at mostqI extract queries on partial or
full private keys.

Game II. The game is played between a challengerC
and the Type-2 ImpersonatorI2 for the CLI schemeΠ
as follows:

• Setup. C runsSetupand passes both the system
parametersparams and the master secret keyMSK
to I2.

• Phase 1.In this training phase,I2 will be allowed
to make the following queries adaptively toC.

– ExtrFullSK( ID). On request for the full pri-
vate key USK on user ID, C will run Set-
User-Key, Partial-Private-Key-Extract , Set-
Private-Key algorithms to generate the com-
plete user’s private key and passes it toI2.

– RequestPK(ID). On request for the public key
UPK on userID, C will run Set-User-Key to
generate the user’s public key and passes it to
I2.

– ReplacePK(ID,UPK’). I2 is able to replace the
userID’s public key UPK with the public key
UPK’ chosen by him. Once again, the corre-
sponding secret value is not required for public
key replacement queries. The only exception is
the target ID,ID∗, otherwise it will be trivial to
win the game.

– Identification(ID). For passiveI2, C will gen-
erate a valid transcript on between userID and
itself as the verifier and returns the transcript
to I2. For active and concurrentI2, C will play
the role of the prover to interact withI2 as the
cheating verifier. Further breakdown of identi-
fication query responses byC will depend on
which level of Type-2 adversary it is dealing
with.

1. Normal-Type-2 adversaries cannot make iden-
tification queries if their public keys have been
replaced.

2. Strong-Type-2 adversaries require an addi-
tional input of the user secret valueSV if the
public key has been replaced. IfSV= ⊥ then
the public key must be the original one. Oth-
erwiseC will use SV to correspond to the re-
placed public key in the conversation. If the
identification query is on the challenge iden-
tity and SV 6= ⊥, the Identification oracle
will just generate a valid response forI2 on
the challenge identity using the original pub-
lic key, sinceI2 is not allowed to replace the
public key for the challenge identity, therefore
SV should be discarded.

3. Super-Type-2 adversaries can make identifica-
tion queries without user secret values even
for those who have replaced public keys.SV
is not required to generate valid responses. It
will not be possible to query the challenge
identity with a replaced public key sinceI2
is not allowed to runReplacePKon the chal-
lenge identity.

• Phase 2.I2 will eventually outputID∗ on which
it wants to be challenged on.I2 will now play the
role of the cheating prover whileC assumes the
role of the verifier.I2 wins the game if it manages
to convinceC to accept.

Note thatI2 does not need to performExtrPartSK
queries as it already has knowledge of the master se-
cret key and can generate partial private keys itself.
I2 is also not allowed to replace the public key of the
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challenge identity, but is able to do so for any other
user.

We say an CLI scheme is(t,qI ,ε) -secure under
passive or active and concurrent attacks if for any pas-
sive or active and concurrent Type-2 impersonatorI2
who runs in timet, Pr[I2can impersonate]< ε, where
I2 can make at mostqI extract queries on full private
keys.

4 CONSTRUCTION

Define(G1,G2) to be multiplicative cyclic groups of
primeq and lete be an admissible bilinear map. Our
construction is a certificateless identification scheme
given by the following algorithms.

1. Setup(1k): run by the KGC, taking in the secu-

rity parameter 1k. It choosess
$
← Zq, a genera-

tor g
$
← G1 and setsg1 = gs. Setup also chooses

H : {0,1}∗ → G1. Setup publishes the system
parametersparams = 〈e,G1,G2,q,g,g1,H〉 and
keeps the master secret keyMSK = ssecret.

2. Set User Key(1k): run by the user, taking in the
security parameter 1k. It chooses and sets the

user secret value asSVID = xID
$
← Zq, calculates

X1,ID = gxID ,X2,ID = gxID
1 and sets the user public

keys asUPKID = 〈X1,ID ,X2,ID〉.

3. Partial Private Key Ex-
tract (params,MSK,ID,UPKID ): run by the
KGC whenever a user registers with the system,
taking in params,MSK = s, UPKID and ID, as
input. It calculatesQID = H(ID,X1,ID ,X2,ID) and
setsDID = Qs

ID . It outputs the partial private key
PPKID = DID .

4. Set Private Key(params, ID,SVID ,UPKID ,PPKID):
run by the user, taking inSVID = xID ,UPKID =
〈X1,ID ,X2,ID〉 and partial private key
PPKID = DID as input. User first checks
whether e(g,DID) = e(g1,QID) where
QID = H(ID,X1,ID ,X2,ID). It then sets the
user secret key asSID = (DIDQID)

x = Qsx+x
ID . It

outputs the user private keyUSK = SID which is
kept secret by the user.

5. Identification Protocol is run by theProver and
Verifier as such:

(a) prover choosesr
$
← Zq and setsU = Qr

ID =
H(ID,X1,ID ,X2,ID)

r and sendsU to verifier .

(b) verifier chooses a random challengec
$
← Zq

and sends it toprover.
(c) prover sends its response asV = Sr+c

ID to veri-
fier.

verifier accepts if and only ife(g1,X1,ID) =
e(X2,ID ,g) ande(g,VID) = e(X2,IDX1,ID ,UQc

ID).

To check for completeness:

e(g1,X1,ID) = e(gs
,gx) (1)

= e(gsx
,g) (2)

= e(X2,ID ,g) (3)

and

e(g,V) = e(g,Sr+c
ID ) (4)

= e(g,Q(s+x)(r+c)
ID ) (5)

= e(g(s+x)
,Qr

IDQc
ID) (6)

= e(X2,IDX1,ID ,UQc
ID) (7)

5 SECURITY ANALYSIS

We provide security analysis of our scheme against
both Type-1 and Type-2 adversaries in this section.
However, due to page constraints, we had to remove
our proofs for Theorems 1,2,3 and 4 from this paper.
This will be included in the full version.

5.1 Type-1 Impersonation under
Passive Attack

Theorem 1. The certificateless identification scheme
is (t,qI ,ε)-secure against impersonation under pas-
sive attacks againstSuper-Type-1 Impersonators in
the random oracle if the Computational Diffie-
Hellman Problem is(t,ε)-hard where

ε≤
√

ε′e(qI +1)+
1
q

(8)

5.2 Type-1 Impersonation under Active
and Concurrent Attack

Theorem 2. The certificateless identification scheme
is (t,qI ,ε)-secure against impersonation under active
and concurrent attacks againstStrong-Type-1 Imper-
sonators in the random oracle if the One-More Com-
putational Diffie-Hellman Problem is(t,qH ,ε′′)-hard.

ε≤
√

ε′′e(qI +1)+
1
q

(9)

5.3 Type-2 Impersonation under
Passive Attack

Theorem 3. The certificateless identification scheme
is (t,qI ,ε)-secure against impersonation under pas-
sive attacks againstSuper-Type-2 Impersonators in
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the random oracle if the Computational Diffie-
Hellman Problem is(t,ε)-hard where

ε≤
√

ε′e(qI +1)+
1
q

(10)

5.4 Type-2 Impersonation under Active
and Concurrent Attack

Theorem 4. The certificateless identification scheme
is (t,qI ,ε)-secure against impersonation under active
and concurrent attacks againstStrong-Type-2 Imper-
sonators in the random oracle if the One-More Com-
putational Diffie-Hellman Problem is(t,qH ,ε′′)-hard.

ε≤
√

ε′′e(qI +1)+
1
q

(11)

6 EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS

We omit addition operations inZ∗q because it is
negligible compared to other group operations in
G1. By letting M:Multiplication, E:Exponentiation,
P:Pairing, our scheme requires the following group
operational costs:

Table 1: Operation costs for our CLI scheme.

Algorithm M E P
Setup 0 1 0

Partial-Private-Key-Extract 0 1 0
Set-User-Key 0 1 0

Set-Private-Key 1 1 0
Prover 0 2 0

Verifier 2 1 4

Our scheme is very efficient as ourProver and
Verifer algorithms require only one group multipli-
cation and three group exponentiations inG1 and two
pairing operations toG2 per round of interaction.

7 CONCLUSIONS

We proposed the first security model for certifi-
cateless identification and provided the first con-
crete proof for a certificateless identification scheme.
The scheme is provable secure against both Type-
1 and Type-2 impersonators, both passive and ac-
tive and concurrent alike using the CDH assumption
and the OMCDH assumption respectively. It is se-
cure againstSuper-Type-1 and Super-Type-2 adver-
saries with regard to passive adversaries while secure
againstStrong-Type-1 andStrong-Type-2 adversaries
with regard to active and concurrent security.
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